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Rebecca is an experienced presenter and has featured on Channel 5 News and Sky News; and has
written for a number of print outlets as a film critic. She has discussed The Oscars, the BAFTA Awards,
the state of the Hollywood film industry and how technology has affected the movies we watch today.
Her love and expertise for movies has meant that she has now successfully set up her newest venture
as the founder and lead presenter for The Reel Deal, an online YouTube show encouraging more people
to go to the cinema and giving them an honest, unbiased and often unfiltered opinion on the biggest
films released in the UK. Rebecca has also interviewed some of the biggest names in the entertainment
industry including George Clooney, Robin Williams and Nicole Scherzinger, she has also worked with
leading directors such as Danny Boyle.
As well as her passion for film, Rebecca established herself as a quirky, fun and versatile presenter.
She hosted the London 2012 Olympic Artistic Gymnastics test event in-front of a six thousand strong
audience at the O2 Arena, she has also been the face of Millie’s Cookies TV show Freshly Baked, a
reporter for Maverick TV’s Dating Dilemmas with Lydia Bright, interviewed some of the biggest Formula
1 drivers for racing channel Pole Position and fronted technology campaigns for Norton UK.
Rebecca is also very experienced at autocue and an established voice over artist, voicing various
corporate and educational projects as well as a wide variety of video games including Black Gate,
Sleeping Dogs and Rambo. Additionally, Rebecca is the voice of Runescape character Kara Meir.

	
  

For more information on Rebecca:

chris@northmediatalent.com
07989 396901

@NMediaTalent

	
  

